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Introduction

“After Auschwitz” – photography and the principle of hope

From the fragmentary moment of the present one can look backwards to a 
seemingly determined narrative of the past and forwards to undetermined 
narratives of possible futures. Germany in the 2010s is shaped by, inter alia, 
the narrative of the past post-WWII, especially in regard to the legacies of 
the Third Reich. It is also looking forwards to what it will become in the 
future. Just as the past must be worked through, so possible futures offer a 
prospect of change.

Through the temporal distance, the perception of events during World 
War II changes from events still memorised by survivors to purely historical 
ones. This can be seen in a changing use of terminology. Whereas for a 
long time the term “concentration camp” was used for both concentration 
camps and extermination camps, as the distance to the events grows, a more 
differentiated debate begins. While the planned and executed extinction 
of a people on an industrial scale remains unique to the deeds of German 
National Socialists, the internment and torment in concentration camps is 
recognized as a wider phenomenon of authoritarian systems.1 Commonly 
the terms have been used synonymously as no value judgment was to be 

1 | See Pollock, Griselda and Silverman, Max (eds.): Concentrationary Cinema, Oxford/New 
York, 2014 Pollock and Silverman discuss concentration camps on a wider systemic level 
and take them out of their specif ic context within the Holocaust.
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made between concentration and extermination camps with respect to the 
suffering of victims who survived them. The change of perception from 
an emotional remembrance with regard to survivors – their memories and 
feelings – to a historical subject of research regardless of individual emotions 
takes place in the temporal distance of the event.

When World War II ended and the remaining prisoners of German 
concentration and extermination camps were liberated, it seemed plausible 
that the German-Jewish relationship from periods preceding the so-called 
final solution was interrupted by the Holocaust. Few Jews returned to their 
former German hometowns and were prepared to confront the memories 
of their humiliation during the era of National Socialism. Germany and 
especially the relationship between Germans and Jews had significantly 
changed into an “after Auschwitz”, in other words all the mutually beneficial 
times before the Third Reich seemed forgotten.2 From the end of World 
War II onwards, life in general would also always be an “after Auschwitz”, 
bearing in mind what humans were capable of doing to each other. While 
the caesura in human relationships will remain, there is hope for the social 
caesura between Germans and Jews to be repaired one day, especially for 
generations born in a temporal distance to the event. Germany is surely a 
nation that lives consciously in the shadow of this specific part of its history. 
Historical records assert the knowledge of the event and confirm their 
impact on the present.

To Germans Jewish life in post-war West Germany has only been visible 
in the police guards in front of all Jewish institutions. The presence of a 
police guard tells the observant passer-by of the protected Jewish life going 

2 | When referring to Germans and Jews, I use the term Germans for those who inherited 
the legacy of the perpetrators, while the term Jews indicates the victims and their 
descendants.
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on behind closed gates when walking past a synagogue or a Jewish nursery 
school. With few exceptions in cities such as Berlin or Frankfurt, Jewish 
foodstores and Jewish quarters no longer existed. Jews living in Germany 
could order kosher food through their communities. The representatives 
of the Central Council of Jews in Germany sometimes appeared in public, 
thereby attesting to Jewish life in Germany. But Jews were invisible as part 
of German civic life.

The absence of visible Jewish life in Germany for most of the time after 
World War II does not speak, as often considered, of the impossibility of a 
renewal of Jewish life in Germany in general. Instead it speaks of the missing 
representation and perception of Jews in the Federal Republic of Germany. 

Seventy years after concentration and extermination camps all around 
Europe were liberated, I wonder where the lack of perception of Jews in 
Germany is founded. As an artist (working with photography) I question 
the role photography played with respect to the invisibility of Jewish life 
in Germany by its visual presentation of the Holocaust period from a post-
war perspective. In this thesis I will explore ways in which photography 
participated in this ignorance of Jewish life in Germany after World War II. 
I will then reconfigure strategies for photography to create potential futures 
out of the absent visibility.

As Adorno observed, “suffering conceptualized remains mute and in-
consequential, as is obvious in post-Hitler Germany.”3 “After Auschwitz” 
not only has an impact on civic life, but also on the arts. As discussed by 
Adorno, the dilemma to create beauty in the aftermath of horror is found in 

3 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 27.
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aesthetic production proceeding in the shadow of the Holocaust.4 Artistic 
creation is not free from the burden to carry the possibility of Auschwitz in 
whatever form it takes. Adorno’s famous verdict that to write poetry after 
Auschwitz is barbaric seems exaggerated when taken literally, but carries 
true significance.5 Adorno clarified his point quoting Brecht’s To those who 
follow in our wake: “What times are these, when / to speak of trees is almost 
a crime / because it passes in silence over such infamy.”6 

After Auschwitz, the attempted extermination of the European Jews and 
the crimes against humanity committed in the camps must be made part of 
everyday life. That applies even more to the production and appreciation of 
art, which must be executed with responsibility.

“The reduction that beauty imposes on the terrifying, over and out of 
which beauty raises itself and which it banishes from itself as from a sacred 
temple, has – in the face of the terrifying – something powerless about it.”7 

Picking up on Adorno’s words, artworks reduce horrors to beauty when 

4 | This thought permeates Adorno’s writings after 1945. See especially Adorno, Theodor 
W.: Can One Live after Auschwitz?, Stanford, 2003 and Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic 
Theory, New York/London, 2013.

5 | Originally written in his essay “Kulturkritik und Gesellschaft” in 1949, Adorno returned 
to this postulation in later essays to relate it to poetry that seemed to stand against this 
proposition, such as Celan’s, admitting the necessity of expression for the unspeakable 
crimes committed. Although the situation “after Auschwitz” does not tolerate art as 
aesthetic objects, it requires artistic expression as a comment all the same. Adorno, 
Theodor W.: Ob nach Auschwitz noch sich leben lasse, Frankfurt a. M., 1997; “Kulturkritik 
und Gesellschaft” (p. 205); “Engagement” (p. 299); “Die Kunst und die Künste” (p. 430).

6 | See Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 53/54.
7 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 70.
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produced with ignorance, thereby becoming powerless tools in the face of 
horrendousness.

We can find a solution by applying Adorno: For artworks to not 
merely be meaningless aesthetic objects, they must go beyond the visible 
and suggest a possibilty. “By their very existence artworks postulate the 
existence of what does not exist and thereby come into conflict with the 
latter’s actual nonexistence.”8 

The reality of artworks testifies to the potential of the thinkable. Art-
works are desired to form the substantiality of what is not and turn that into 
remembrance. Adorno argues, 

In remembrance what is qua what was combines with the nonexisting because what was no 
longer is. Ever since Plato’s doctrine of anamnesis the not-yet-existing has been dreamed of in 
remembrance, which alone concretizes utopia without betraying it to existence.9 

Artworks contain the power to remember what has not yet been, thereby 
suggesting possibilities of future occurrences. “Art desires what has not 
yet been, though everything that art is has already been.”10 Thereby art 
constructs complicated associations of the past and future in the form of 
the existence of the not-yet-existent.

According to Adorno’s opposition to aesthetic fetishism his idea that 
art contains what has not yet been holds a solution for the production of art 
“after Auschwitz”. The remembrance of a potential can be linked to Ernst 
Bloch’s utopian writings, especially his Principle of Hope.11

8 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 80.
9 | Ibid., p. 181.
10 | Ibid., p. 184.
11 | Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), 1986.
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Ernst Bloch, a German philosopher, already wrote his Spirit of Utopia 
in 1918.12 The Principle of Hope was written in American exile between 
1938 and 1947 and revised in 1953 and 1959. The revision dates justify the 
presumption that Bloch noted or modified his ideas with knowledge of the 
horrors of the Holocaust. He suggests a “Can-Be” as a foundation for all 
human progress.13 The Principle of Hope is a text in the consciousness of 
“after Auschwitz”. We can very well apply Bloch to the aftermath of the 
Holocaust. He describes the hopelessness propagated by the bourgeoisie as a 
result of the abyss into which it has fallen, calling it “the most insupportable 
thing”.14 His counter-offer to hopelessness is simply hope. Reasoned on the 
aspirations of human beings, he establishes a timeline in which, “primarily, 
everybody lives in the future, [...] past things only come later, and as yet 
genuine present is almost never there at all.”15 For Bloch, anticipation is 
an advantageous driving force of a society. For him, as for Adorno years 
later, artworks are a form of utopia that is not truly expected to turn into 
existence. Bloch describes connections between artworks and the dream as 
potential. He differentiates the qualities of daydreams and night-dreams. 
While night-dreams originate in the known and form a working through 
of events past in the unconscious, daydreams are fantasies of potential. 
For Bloch artworks find their quality in bringing together what is with the 
potential of what is not yet.

And the great, i. e. realistic works of art do not become less realistic through the notation 
of latency, through the space – however blank – of the Absolute, but more realistic; since 

12 | Bloch, Ernst: The Spirit of Utopia, Stanford, 2000.
13 | See Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), 1986, p. 235.
14 | Ibid., p. 4.
15 | Ibid., p. 4.
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everything real mingles with the Not-Yet within that space. Signif icant daydream imagi-
native creations do not blow soap-bubbles, they open windows, and outside them is 
the daydream world of possibility which can at any rate be given form. There are enough 
dif ferences between the two kinds of dream at this end; the mode as well as the content of 
wish-fulf illment diverge in them insuppressibly. This always means: the night-dream lives 
in regression, it is indiscriminately drawn into its images, the daydream projects its images 
into the future, by no means indiscriminately, but controllabe even given the most impetuous 
imagination and mediatable with the objectively Possible.16

Artworks can be seen as carrying similar potential for what is not yet, in 
other words suggestions. They have no need to be connected to the real. 
They can be expressions of possible futures.

“It is not sufficient to speak of dialectical process and then to treat history 
as a series of sequential Fixa or even closed ‘totalities’. [...A]nticipating 
elements are a component of reality itself.”17 Returning to my opening 
question of the consequences of historical awareness of the Holocaust for 
the German-Jewish relationship in post-war Germany, I wonder about the 
role art (and my special interest is in photography as an artistic medium) 
can play in the construction of potential future utopias of a common ground 
for Germans and Jews.18

16 | See Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), 1986, p. 98.
17 | Ibid., p. 197.
18 | In the words of Marius de Zayas, “Art is the expression of the conception of an idea. 

Photography is the plastic verif ication of a fact.” (de Zayas, Marius: Photography and 
Photography and Artistic Photography. in: Trachtenberg, Alan (ed.): Classic Essays on 
Photography. New Haven, 1980) Assuming this distinction, photography as an artistic 
medium must go beyond the “plastic verif ication of a fact”, as it is supposed to do when 
applied professionally as a document. As an artistic medium it needs to express the 
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Not only in a philosophical sense, but also for the civic process, all the 
working through in the sense of Adorno’s “working through the past” and 
the accumulation of knowledge about the horrors of the Third Reich could 
not help reestablish the relationship between Germans and Jews that was 
interrupted so painfully by the Holocaust.19 Memories become history in 
the temporal distance of events.

Bloch has observed that, “there are two kinds of things history does 
not know, namely what is hidden in the past and what is hidden in the 
future.”20 After collecting data and reassembling the image of the horrific 
deeds committed in the name of the German people, it is time to turn away 
from the science of history and to acknowledge not only the hidden, but 
also the absent as pivotal. The absent represents essentially something that 
must have been present in a former time and which contains a potential 
return. German-Jewish relationships that have been brutally interrupted by 
the Holocaust, re-formed in private with Jews returning to Germany after 
World War II, unnoticed by historical accounts. Relationships between 
Germans and Jews were thus not non-existent but merely unrecognized. 
They were hidden from historical transmission and public awareness, 
holding the potential to again become a commonplace part of everyday 
German life in the future. Even if it were merely a possibility, the unnoticed 
has a relationship to the real. Only then is it an absent that contains a 
potential former and future presence. Ernst Bloch demanded:

“conception of an idea”. In chapters 2 and 3 I will take a closer look at photographic 
works that pursue dif ferent artistic strategies.

19 | See Adorno, Theodor W.: “Working through the Past”, in: Can One live after Auschwitz?, 
Stanford, 2003.

20 | Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), 1986, p. 138.
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The Can-Be would mean almost nothing if it remained without consequences. The Possible 
only has consequences, however, in that it does not occur merely as formally permissible or 
even as objectively supposable or even as open in an object-suited way, but in that it is a 
future-laden definitiveness in the real itself.21 

As a consequence of the Can-Be, potential must be included in the idea 
of a non-chronological timeline of events in opposition to a consecutive 
historical order. The recognition of possibilities offers a chance for a re-
development of the German-Jewish relationship in contemporary Germany. 
Once the past as one knows it is only regarded as one option out of many 
that might have been, it must be regarded in its subjunctive form. The 
subjunctive of the past then demands the future to be seen as conditional, 
a “could be”.

Therefore relationships between Germans and Jews after the Holocaust, 
as inconspicuous but existent as they may have been, form a potential 
narrative of Germany’s past, and also of its present and future. As art-
works are not bound to the real, they offer the subjunctive of the past, 
present and future. Before the Holocaust, art and culture were connecting 
parts in the German-Jewish relationship. Art with its tendency towards 
the intangible can offer a starting point for an awareness of the invisible 
relationship between Germans and Jews, absent or rather unperceived in 
its presence – despite the melancholy of mere existence “after Auschwitz”.

Adorno describes the role of art in this respect as follows: 

Even while art indicts the concealed essence, which it summons into appearance, as 
monstrous, this negation at the same time posits as its own measure an essence that is not 
present, that of possibility; meaning inheres even in the disavowal of meaning. Because 

21 | Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), p. 235.
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meaning, whenever it is manifest in an artwork, remains bound up with semblance, all 
art is endowed with sadness; art grieves all the more, the more completely its successful 
unif ication suggests meaning, and the sadness is heightened by the feeling of ‘Oh, were it 
only so.’ Melancholy is the shadow of what in all form is heterogenous, which form strives to 
banish: mere existence. In happy artworks, melancholy anticipates the negation of meaning 
in those that are undermined, the reverse image of longing.22

How can Bloch’s concept of the Can-Be be applied to photography?23 
In his last book Camera Lucida, Roland Barthes observes that “[e]very 

photograph is a certificate of presence”. He sees in the photograph what has 
existed, what has been there at the time of exposure.24 Thomas Elsaesser 
refers in an essay to Barthes’s “has been”, calling it a photographic tense.25 

22 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 145.
23 | I will limit my observations and analyses to photography following Kracauer’s 

definition of photography’s basic aesthetic principle as described in the introduction 
to Theory of Film: “The basic properties [of f ilm; SH] are identical with the properties of 
photography. Film, in other words, is uniquely equipped to record and reveal physical 
reality and, hence, gravitates toward it.” (Kracauer, Siegfried: Theory of Film, The 
redemption of physical reality, Princeton (NJ), 1997, p. 28) I will not discuss photography 
‘in general’. As Jan Baetens stated, “we no longer believe that photography is one single 
medium.” (Baetens, Jan: “Conceptual Limitations of Our Reflections on Photography.” 
in: Elkins, James (ed.): Photography Theory. New York/Oxon, 2007, p. 54) My interest is 
in camera-based photography recording a physical reality on a light sensitive emulsion 
of silver halides, which ultimately produces an image.

24 | Barthes, Roland: Camera Lucida, London, 2000, p. 82, p. 87.
25 | Elsaesser, Thomas: “Migration and Motif: The (Parapractic) Memories of an Image”, 

in Pollock, Griselda and Max Silverman (eds.): Memories, London/New York, 2014. For 
Barthes’s use of “has been” see Barthes, Roland: Camera Lucida, London, 2000.
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Once his interest is triggered by a photograph, he sees not only what has 
been, but also what will be. This “will-be” in portrait photographs is to 
Barthes an anticipation of death.26 In resonance to Barthes’s distinct 
photographic past tense as speaking of “what has been” and his concluding 
anticipation of a future, I suggest an extension of an indistinct future sub-
junctive (photographic) tense that speaks of “what could be, if”, helping us 
to think possible futures instead of harking back to the past. 

Since the camera-based photographic process is limited to depicting 
a physical reality present on exposure, it seems the least advantageous 
medium to express any utopian idea. It shares the propensity to the real 
with the science of history. Like history it also must be perceived in con-
nection with what is missing, what has been left out. Chapter 1 presents 
philosophical reflections on history, historiography and commemoration, 
which also have relevance to photography. The connection between history 
and photography is explored by focussing on Nietzsche’s understanding of 
history and on Kracauer’s consideration of both history and photography. 
I presuppose that Nietzsche as a philosopher of the late 19th century was 
aware of the occurring changes of modern industrial society, which include 
the changes in art and perception through the advance of photography. I 
adopt his analysis of different approaches to history, which present the use-
fulness and disadvantages of historical records to photographs. Kracauer, 
like Benjamin, explored the conditions and effects of photography as the 
mechanical recording of a physical reality. Both also questioned the use 
of accumulating facts from the past for the writing of history. Nietzsche, 
Kracauer and Benjamin located the importance of history for the future 
in oblivion, in the invisible, the absent or the forgotten. They encourage 
an understanding of history in which the recorded is important, but the 

26 | Barthes, Roland: Camera Lucida, London, 2000, p. 96.
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absent must be equally valued to create future relevance. Thereby they offer 
me a valuable starting point for similar reflections on the unregistered 
in photography. By assembling threads of thoughts on history, memory 
and commemoration from philosophy, photography is questioned in its 
relationship to history. Once photography is considered in respect to the 
importance of oblivion for history, it loses its character as evidence.

Chapter 2 examines what has been established in Chapter 1 in the 
specific case of the historical dealings with the Holocaust in post-war 
Germany, first as a general situation and then in three field study cases to 
present photography’s part in this. The three chosen examples belong to the 
category of documentary photography. They illustrate the insufficiency of 
documentary photography to make something absent tangible through the 
register of what is present at the time of exposure. Only the present can be 
seen in the individual photograph alone, even by a viewer who is instructed 
to look for the absent. Otherwise the photograph must be contextualised by 
the artist in a way that a viewer can start his journey beyond the surface.

As discussed above, the absence of visible Jewish life in German society 
after the Holocaust emphasises the need for a recognition of absence as part 
of German identity. In Chapters 1 and 2 the significance of absence will be 
demonstrated for history and photography alike. To be useful for a wider 
historical understanding, it requires alternatives to what in Chapter 2 will 
be unmasked as a pitfall in the practice of documentary photography.

Chapter 3 therefore investigates artworks that adequately offer the 
absent through the way they are produced. It is not their purpose to 
represent a physical reality that is expected to speak for itself. They use 
photographic depiction as a suggestive and metaphorical starting point of 
artistic expression. They do not offer authentic depictions of something, 
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but are authentic representations in themselves.27 The disruption of the 
spatial and the temporal continuum is important for photography (and 
history) to break with objective tendencies. In Chapter 3, montage is offered 
as one method to facilitate photography against objectivity. Adorno calls 
montage “photography’s self-correction”. For him, “Montage is the inner-
aesthetic capitulation of art to what stands heterogeneously opposed to it. 
The negation of synthesis becomes a principle of form.”28 Montage brings 
images from different times and places into a new subjective order, thereby 
offering additional meaning in the spaces between the images. The space 
between brings to mind the presence of the absent and thus gains historical 
relevance. This is particularly important for an event like the Holocaust, 
which is considered to be unrepresentable.

Once the disadvantages of photography’s documentary use and the 
advantages of artistic photographic practices are outlined, I aim at a dif-
ferent understanding of photography. While photography is often related to 
the past and specific times, places and events due to its depiction of physical 
reality, it is time to see beyond its realistic qualities (which have often readily 
been used for propaganda and to prove so called historical truths). The 
photograph is an image and has as such a representational potential.29 It is 

27 | Photographs as authentic depictions are authenticated through their technical presup-
position of being mechanical recordings of a physical reality. Once photographs are 
produced to overcome the mechanical recording to become images, they turn into 
representations and become authentic of the artist.

28 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 211.
29 | In an article from 1981, Roger Scruton argues that photographs cannot be re-

presentations. As a photograph is a photograph of something, what Scruton calls 
the ideal photograph does not present an intention but a causal process. The artist 
must present us “with a way of seeing his subject”, i.e. with an intention to produce a 
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made by the artist with the camera, formed from silver crystals or pigments. 
As such it can offer as much a view into the past as future possibilities, which 
are both always fictional and never true to anything other than the artist. 
Once the spatial (and temporal) continuum of photography is shattered, 
photography offers a potential for time travel in the viewer’s mind, back 
to the moment of exposure, where the present, past and future meet. 
Photographic works turn into meaningful artworks beyond documentation 
when “their being is a process of becoming”.30

The new approach indicated in the title of this thesis suggests a change 
of perspective from photography’s perception in past tense to a comprehen-
sion of its capacity to speak in a future subjunctive. While Chapters 1 and 
2 deal with established theories on photography and history, I will move 
towards an altered notion of photographic communication in Chapter 3. 
In the Epilogue I will illustrate my proposition for a photographic future 
subjunctive as developed at the end of Chapter 3 to understand the signifi-
cance of photographs for Ernst Bloch’s “Can-Be”, which I regard as desired 
for the production of art “after Auschwitz”.

In consequence, I argue that the viewer’s interest must not be directed 
towards the specific time and place when and where the photograph was 
taken. Instead it must avert the adherence to any specificity of space and 

representation. Scruton concludes, “that an aesthetic interest in the representational 
properties of a picture must also involve a kind of interest in the picture and not 
merely in the thing represented.” Photographs, which present themselves as images 
by representing the artist ’s intention, carry a representational potential. See Scruton, 
Roger: “Photography and Representation”, in: Walden, Scott (ed.): Photography and 
philosophy: essays on the pencil of nature. Chichester, 2010, p. 138-166; Critical Inquiry, 
Vol. 7 No. 3, 1981, p. 577-603.

30 | Adorno, Theodor W.: Aesthetic Theory, New York/London, 2013, p. 264.
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time. Only then can photography be redeemed of its commitment to testi-
fying historical events, which then lose their coercive impact on future oc-
currences. The past is extricated from any historical determination. Events 
of the past and the future alike appear as merely potential occurrences, of 
which some will be recognized and others not. Photographs show fragments 
of the past, which were starting points into once possible futures.

These possible futures are wish-images. We learn from Ernst Bloch the 
importance of wishing in contrast to wanting to preserve hope. “In wishing 
there is not yet any element of work or activity, whereas all wanting is 
wanting to do. [...]Therefore the wish remains even where the will can no 
longer change anything.”31 Even if we know that we cannot change the past 
depicted in the photograph, the wish offered by the photograph’s not-yet 
future makes the retrospection valuable.

We must start looking for future possibilities offered by photographs, 
thereby allowing one to think “what could be, if”. This approach liberates 
both photography and history – and eventually us – from their strict con-
nection to fact.

31 | Bloch, Ernst: The Principle of Hope (Volume 1), Cambridge (MA), 1986, p.46/47.




